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Abstract: A new style of language is proposed for the programming of systems 

exhibiting complex concurrent or non-determinate behaviour. One working 

hypothesis proposed is that the fundamental objects defined by a program should 

correspond to the control phases that systems components are conceived of as 

passing through; further, that the enablement of the main program actions should 

depend primarily on the presence or absence of these phase objects. Another 

hypothesis is that phase objects should also constitute the (dynamically changing) 

hierarchy of system components. Some problems and benefits are discussed. 
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1. BASIC HYPOTHESES 

We take a system to be composed of (at least): a set of states; a set of 

tasks; and a function which, for each state and for each member of some finite 

set of tasks enabled in the state, is interpreted as giving the state resulting 

from executing the task. Co-enablement of tasks leads to non-determinate and/or 

concurrent behaviour (according of course to suitable rigorous definitions)* 

The executions of tasks are regarded as atomic occurrences. 

The paper makes three working hypotheses about the design of languages for 

modelling or effecting complex systems. Sections 2 to 4 will present and discuss 

an illustrative language to support and clarify the comments in this 

introduction. The first hypothesis is:- 

(H1) The tasks in the system defined by a program should all arise from an 

unsequenced set of 'task specifications', each consisting of an enablement 

condition and a task statement. The satisfaction of the condition should enable 

a task the execution of which consists of executing the task statement**. 

A language obeying (H1) does not give special status to sequential 

processes, i.e. sequences of task executions. (H1) is proposed in order to 

ensure that non-sequentiality becomes the norm in programs and in language design 

(sequential processes being left as a matter of interpretation of special cases). 

In programming simple systems the lack of explicit sequential process facilities 

can lead to some cumbersomeness in programs, but this is somewhat mitigated by 

the ability to group task specifications perspicuously. We assume (HI) as a 

basis for the other two hypotheses (though these could be modified to fit 

languages where (HI) does not hold). 

Holt and Commoner (1970) argue against the use of the term 'state' of a system 
allowing concurrency, but proceed to use the term 'slice' in the manner of a 

natural generalization of the usual notion of 'state'. This paper therefore 
continues to use 'state'. 

** a) The task specifications will be textually sequenced and perhaps otherwise 
structured, but such structuring is to have no effect on the operation of the 
program, b) The task statement may be a sequence of statements, but the task 
execution is regarded as atomic. The sequencing inside a task statement is 
thus at a level with which we shall not normally be concerned, c) An 

enablement condition might be enabled in several different ways in a given 
state, each way corresponding to a separate task. 
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(H2) a) The 'phases' (see below) that notional components of a system pass 

through should be given a concrete manifestation, in a program run, as phase 

objects, b) The enablement conditions in task specifications should be 

primarily in terms of the presence and absence of phase objects. 

To illustrate what is meant by phases, we can take the 'dining philosophers 

example [Dijkstra (1971) 3 viewed thus: for each philosopher there is a cycle of 

three phases - thinking, being hungry (= waiting for forks) and eating; also, 

for each fork there is a cycle of two phases: free, and in use (by a 

philosopher). Then, in a program in a language obeying (H2a), at each moment a 

phase object (some sort of referenceable record) would be present for each 

existing notional phase. A task whose execution moves a philosopher into his 

eating phase (i.e. creates an 'eating' phase object and destroys a 'thinking' 

phase object) can occur if and only if the philosopher is in his hungry phase 

and both the required forks are in their free phases. This sort of consideration 

motivates (H2b). Phase objects are intended among other things to take over the 

r61e of semaphores, condition variables EHoare (1974)~ and (major) control 

locations in sequential processes (such as in Hoare (1978), Jensen (1979), Lauer 

(1975)). 

Phases (e.g. thinking, eating in the dining philosopher example) generally 

represent some activity in some world underlying the system or in the system 

itself. Correspondingly, it is suggested that phase objects should be able to 

embody activity (as well as data); in fact:- 

(H3) a) A phase object arising from a program should itself be allowed to 

contain phase objects and task specifications, i.e. the phase objects are the 

(hierarchically organized) component systems of the system, b) This component 

hierarchy should be reflected in a hierarchical decomposition of the program. 

In an extended version of the dining philosopher system, a thinking phase 

object might contain, at different moments, a 'daydreaming' phase object and a 

'planning book' phase object; tasks belonging to the thinking phase object 

effect alternation between these new phase objects. The thinking object is thus 

a component system, while still being an instrument in the enablement of tasks. 

Such active phase objects serve to strengthen the desired concretization of 

phases. They serve to decompose, in a natural way, the system and the complexity 

of interactions. The system components, i.e. phase objects, can be regarded 

generally as embodying non-sequential processes, a view which is in line with the 
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comments on (H1). Note that semaphores and condition variables concretize phases 

to an extent, but they have the flavour of being tacked on to the rest of a 

language in a subordinate position; more objectively, they do not serve to 

structure systems or programs. 

2. SKETCH OF AN ILLUSTRATIVE LANGUAGE 

The details of the (Simula67-related [Birtwistle (1973)]) syntax are not to 

be taken too seriously. 

<program> ::= <singular phase-object class declaration> 

<phase object class declaration> ::= 

phase class °pti°nal <class name> 

beq i p <list of declarations and <task specifications>, 
separated by com/nas> 

initially <initialization statement> 
end 

<singular ---> ::= <<phase object class declaration> without the 
class ke~ord> 

A class declaration allows the dynamic generation of phase objects of the named 

class, with the initialization statement being executed as part of object 

generation. If the declaration is singular, then only one phase object of the 

class can exist in any state; this object may be referenced simply by the class 

name (but must still be explicitly generated, unless it is the program object 

itself). In the case of a non-singular class, objects may be referenced by 

explicitly declared class-qualified reference variables, but the class name also 

names an implicit constant unordered set of phase object references (one per 

existing object of the class). 

The textual order of the list of declarations and task specifications in a 

class declaration is immaterial. A declaration in the list can be a variable or 

procedure declaration or itself a class declaration~ Thus a program is an 

arbitrary fixed hierarchy of phase-object class declarations. Correspondingly, 

at run-time there is a varying hierarchy of phase objects - if the declaration 

for class name C contains a declaration for class name D, then each object c of 

the C class 'contains' a class with (local) name D, and all objects generated i~ 

this class are considered to be contained in c. (See (H3)). 

A phase object remains in existence until explicitly terminated. For 
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instance, 'term p', where p is a phase-object reference variable, notionally 

destroys the referenced object. Automatic consequences of termination are that: 

any variable which was referencing the object will deliver the null reference 

until reset; the object is removed from any structure (e.g. queue) in which it 

resides (via a reference); and all data, phase-object classes and phase objects 

inside the object are also terminated. 

A <task specification> is of the form <enablement condition> cause <task 

statement>, and is similar to a guarded command [Dijkstra (1975, 1976), Hoare 

(1978) 3. In the examples in this paper we shall assume that enablement 

conditions take a particular restricted form, but a more general form may turn out 

to be desirable (see Section 4). An enablement condition is either collective or 

non-collective. If non-collective, it is a logical formula constructed of elements 

which detect the presence or absence of phase objects. For instance, if p, q, r 

are phase-object reference expressions, then 'p and (q or not r) cause ...' 

enables a task in any state where p does not deliver the null reference and where 

q does not, or r does, deliver the null reference. We also' allow p etc. to be 

expressions identifying structures of object references, e.g.: 

phase class P ..., phas 9 class Q ..., 

phref (Q) queue QQ, 
p and not QQ cause ... 

Here a task is enabled if and only if some phase object of class P is present and 

QQ is empty. 

Each phase object of a given class effectively possesses a copy of each task 

specification in the class declaration. Thus in a given state several enabled 

tasks might arise from a single non-collective specification in the text. However, 

a copy in a given phase object of such a specification can by itself enable only 

one task in a state. On the other hand, consider a collective condition, such as 

in the task specification 

over p in P where (p.r or q) cause <task statement>. 

Here P is a class name, p is an implicitly declared phase-object reference 

variable (with class qualification P), and, say, r is the name of an object 

reference variable in the declaration of P and q is an object reference variable. 

Then, for a given state and a given copy of the task specification, one task is 

enabled for each P object where, if q is null, the object's r is not null. The P 
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object concerned is referenceable by p within the task statement, which is thus 

in effect parametrized. There need not be a where clause, and the inclusion of 

several over clauses can be envisaged. Other possible conditions are 'over q in 

QQ' (with QQ as above) and 'over i from i to n where PAIl3' with PA a phase- 

object reference array. An over clause is analogous to a for looping clause, but 

without any implied sequencing of enabled tasks. 

A <task statement> is just a general statement, and might in a particular 

case be a block containing declarations (though these cannot be phase-object 

class declarations). The task statement may generate and terminate phase 

objects, may inspect the population of phase objects, may perform operations on 

local data items and on data items belonging to phase objects (as discussed in 

Section 4), and may call procedures and functions declared locally or in class 

declarations. Task statements are at the conceptual level to be executed as 

indivisible units, but may be broken up at the implementation level. Any 

execution of a set of tasks using interleaving or parallelism must be equivalent 

to some possible sequential execution of the tasks; here special care must be 

taken on account of the possibility of a task enabled in a state disabling 

another task enabled in that state. 

An example of a complete task specification is: 

THINKING cause b eel p term THINKING; init HUNGRY e~d 

where THINKING and HUNGRY are singular class names. When the THINKING object is 

present and the task thereby enabled is chosen for execution the THINKING object 

is terminated and the HUNGRY object generated. 

~xampl e 1 i M odel!ing a Read ers and Writers S[stem 

One Writer writing excludes all other writing and all reading. When 

reading can occur, any number of readers may be reading. Requests to write have 

priority over normal requests to read, but urgent requests to read have priority 

over write requests and normal read requests. An urgent read request arises when 

and only when a normal request is passed over in favour of writing. The program 

concentrates only on the synchronization aspects, but could easily be made to 

represent arbitrary effects on data attributes of phase objects by expansion of 

the task statements. 
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phase READERS AND WRITERS 
begin 

phase class WRITER 

begin phase WRITING, phase WANT, ~has e OTHER, 
OTHER cause 

begin term OTHER; init WANT end, 
WRITING cause 

begin term WRITING; init OTHER end 

initially init OTHER 
end, 

phase class READER 

begin ~hase READING, phase WANT, phase URGWAN~, phase OTHER, 
OTHER cause 

begin term OTHER; init WANT end, 
READING cause 

begin term READING; init OTHER end 
initially init OTHER 

end, 

over rw in READER.WANT I READER.WANT class is the union of all 
READERs' WANT classes 

where not (READER.URGW~qT or WRITER.WANT or WRITER.WRITING) 
cause begin init ~+.P~AD; term rw end, 

Ilrw+ is the 'parent' READER object of rw 

over ruw in READER. URGWANT where not WRITER.WRITING 
cause begin init ruwt. READ; te~ ruw ~{d' 

over ww in WRITER.WANT 
where not (WRITER.WRITING o__{_rREADER.READING o_rrREADER.URGWANT) 
cause 

begin init wwt.WRITING; term ww; 

over rw --in READER.WANT do lover acting as unsequenced for 
linside a task statement 

begin init rWi. URGWANT; term rw end 
end 

initially begin for i from 1 to ... do init READER; 

for i from 1 to ... do init WRITER 
end 

end. 

If it is desired to centralize the 'synchronization', the collective task 

specifications shown could all be placed inside a special singular class 

declaration with name ORGANIZER, say. The proposal in Section 4 concerning 

interactions between phase objects could be applied to ensure a degree of 

information hiding between the ORGANIZER and the READERs and WRITERs. 

Example 2 - Modified ~ Dining Philosophers System 

We expand the usual dining philosopher system a little, in order to 

illustrate the language better. Between the places at the table there is not one 
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fork but an ordered group of forks, from which a philosopher always takes the 

first. Forks are occassionally removed from the groups for washing (and are 

automatically washed after being used). Hence conflict is still possible between 

philosophers wishing to eat, when all forks in a group except one are being 

washed. Forks are washed independently and then returned to the end of the groups 

whence they came. While a fork is in use it may break, forcing the relevant 

philosopher to abandon his meal. Unless thus abandoned, a meal progresses 

through two courses. 

phase DINING PHILOSOPHERS 
be~in 

phase class PHIL 

begin integer index, 
phase THINKING, phase HUNGRY, phase EATING, 
THINKING cause begin term THINKING; init HUNGRY end 

initially init THINKING 

end, 

phase class FORK 
begin integer index, 

phase FREE, phas 9 BEING WASHED, 
phase IN USE 

b egi 9 phase OK, phase BROKEN, 
OK cause begin term OK; init BROKEN end 

initially init OK 

end, 

BEING WASHED cause 
term BEINGWASHED; 

~ end init FREE to forkgroup [index3 
'~ni~E' ca~--be used as a reference expression 

end, 

FREE cause begin term FREE; init BEINGWASHED end 
'term FREE' automatically removes this FREE o------bject from 
forkgroup [index] 

initially init BEING WASHED 
end~ 

phref (FORK.FREE) queue array [0:4] forkgroup, 

phase class MEAL 

an array of queues of 
references to FORK.FREE 
objects; see discussion 
after program 

begin phref (PHIL.EATING)e, phref (FORK. IN USE) (ifu, rfu), 
phase COURSE i, phase COURSE 2, phase END, 

COURSE 1 and not END cause 
be~in term COURSE i; init COURSE 2 end, 

COURSE 2 or lfu. BROKEN or flu.BROKEN 
cause init END 
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initially init COURSE 1 
end~ 

over h in PHIL.HUNGRY 
where forkgroup [h+.index] and forkgroup [(h+.index + l) mod 5] 

- -  I the . . . . . . . . . . . .  where clause tests whether the relevant 'forkgroup' queues 

I are non-empty 
cause 

~phref (PHIL) p := h+; 
phref (FORK) If := forkgroup [p.index].first +; 
phref (FORK) rf := forkgroup [(p.index + i) mod 5].first +; 
term If.FREE, rf.FREE, h; 
init if. IN USE, rf. IN USE, p. EATING; 
in it MEAL begi n e := p.EATING; ifu := If. IN USE; rfu := rf. IN USE 

end I MEAL object generation including initialization of 
the objects fields (done before MEAL's own 
initialization statement) 

end, 

over me in MEAL.END cause 
begin phref (PHIL) p := met.e+; 

phref (FORK) if := me+.lfu+; 
phref (FORK) rf := me+.rfu+; 
term lf. IN USE, rf. IN USE, p.EATING, me+; 
init If. BEING WASHED, rf. BEING WASHED, p. THINKING 

end 

initially begin for i from 0 to 4 do init PHIL begin index := i end; 
for i from O to 4 do 

for j from 1 to 3 do init FORK begi p index := i end 

end 
end. 

Having fork groups as queues of FORK. FREE objects rather than FORK objects 

is an instance of a technique for ensuring that objects (forks here) are only 

accessible via given structures when they have a certain internal state. It is 

not strictly necessary in this particular program to have an EATING phase 

within PHIL, since a MEAL could simply refer to a whole PHIL. However, the 

inclusion of EATING again provides extra security, but apart from this reflects 

the conception of the system more closely, and in a more complex program might 

be operationally important. 

A significant feature of programs such as this is the fairly explicit 

representation of fusion of phase objects - the creation of a MEAL object could 

be interpreted as the fusion of a PHIL.EATING object and two FORK. IN USE 

objects. 

The way phase objects can combine being instrumental both in enablement 

conditions and in system decomposition is illustrated by MEAL objects and the 

last task specification. 
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3. EXPRESSING PETRI NETS 

It is trivial in the presented language to program arbitrary Petri nets 

[Holt and Commoner (1970), Peterson (1977), Petri (1973)], in a way which brings 

out an analogy between phase objects and marked places and between task 

specifications and transitions. For each place Pi in the net we include a 

declaration 'phase Pi begin integer tk end'. The presence of the Pi object 

corresponds to Pi being marked with tk tokens - the Pi object is terminated when 

Pi contains no tokens. It is easy to see what the task specifications (one per 

transition) should be. Inhibitory arcs from places to transitions can easily be 

expressed by including not in enablement conditions; this is significant because 

any given Turing machine can be imitated by a member of the class of Petri nets 

with inhibitory arcs and no token bound. Many commonly suggested extensions to 

Petri nets can also be easily encompassed. 

Some ways in which the proposed language scheme gains in modelling 

convenience over (extended) Petri nets are: a) dynamic generation of phase 

objects containing classes and task specifications; b) collective enablement 

conditions; c) support for interpreting some phase objects (e.g. MEAL objects 

in Section 2) as fusions of others. 

The significance of the ability to express (extended) Petri nets in a 

simple way is that any system easily representable as such a net can easily (and 

probably more easily) be represented in our language. 

4. DISCUSSION 

We can generalize the sort of interprocess interaction used in 

co~¢nunicating sequential processes [Hoare (1978) 3 to the case of the non- 

sequential processes encouraged by (H3). The use of special interprocess 

transput commands can (as is easily seen) be replaced by the generation, 

termination, and the utilization in enablement conditions, of phase objects 

representing phases of (say) waiting for transput, readiness of transput, and 

waiting for acknowledgment of transput. 

In the example programs the phase-object reference expressions in 

enablement conditions were of an especially simple type. Whether this simplicity 

should be enshrined in a language restriction has yet to be determined. 

A related important problem remaining is to decide whether enablement 
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conditions should be just general boolean expressions (contrary to (H2b)) or 

whether there are justifications for keeping them much as in this paper - perhaps 

augmented by a restricted type of more general condition. (A pragmatic 

justification is that enablement-condition testing may have a more efficient 

implementation. For, we can more easily envisage a compiler limiting the set of 

enablement conditions to be tested after a statement execution by analysis of 

the statement.) 

Suppose enablement conditions were general. Then, since they would not be 

intrinsically concerned with phase objects, much of the point of phase objects 

would appear to vanish. In mitigation, however, phase objects would still be 

important through (H3), and would still be a convenient tool to have available 

in enablement conditions in very many situations. Moreover, by (H3) enablement 

conditions centred on phase objects would still have an especially clear 

relationship to the dynamically-changing hierarchy of system components. 

It seems that in the sort of synchronization problems commonly discussed 

- e.g. buffers, readers/writers, and so on - it is often necessary to inspect 

the value of some counting variable. However, the inspection of such a 

variable seems usually to consist of testing whether it is zero, positive, 

negative, less than some maximum value, etc. Such states of the variable can 

(easily and clearly) be represented by phase objects explicitly managed in task 

statements when the variable is updated. 

If boolean variables could be used in enablement conditions then the 

function of phase-objects of classes such as THINKING and BEING WASHED in the 

dining philosopher program could be taken over by boolean variables. This seems 

to support the case for general conditions and weaken the support for phase 

objects. But observe that the major use of boolean variables in existing 

prograr~ing languages is to g~id~ the flow of control, so that perhaps it is the 

existing languages which are at fault, in regarding boolean variables simply as 

daga objects. 

There is the interesting radical possibility of excluding boolean 

variables from our language and emulating them by means of phase-object 

reference variables. Note that by (H3) it is more natural to modify a system by 

refining some state of affairs into several cases if that state of affairs is 

represented by a phase object than if it is represented by e boolean variable. 

Also, using phase-objects instead of boolean variables automatically allows the 

meaningfulness of certain data items (attributes of the object) to be restricted 
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to the lifetime of the represented phase. Lastly, remember the extra security 

arising from use of FORK.FREE rather than FORK objects in the fork groups in 

Section 2. 

What restrictions, if any, should apply to how a task-specification copy 

owned by some phase object can affect or examine the interior states of other 

phase objects? Rather than imposing a priori restrictions on what can be 

affected or examined, it seems viable to allow any examination of effect as long 

as it proceeds through (special) functions and procedures (resp.) in the class 

declarations for the objects examined/affected. (We would probably still allow 

direct access to variables belonging to 'ancestors' of the object doing the 

examining/affecting.) If enablement conditions are phase-based, then it makes 

sense for the bodies of the functions to have the same form as enablement 

conditions. Such use of procedures and functions increases the information- 

hiding between phase objects and therefore their modularity. 

When parallel processing is available at an installation, it is desirable 

to ensure that co-enabled tasks be executed in a parallel way whenever this 

saves time and is logically possible (see Section 2). We could include a 

primitive or pragma which indicates 'to the compiler or run-time system when tasks 

can be executed using (some) parallelism. Otherwise, we must get a compiler to 

detect as many opportunities for parallelism as possible, which suggests we 

should look for restrictions on task statements which will facilitate such 

detection. It would probably be too restrictive to confine a task's effect to 

items which can be accessed (directly or indireotly) through the phase objects 

'grabbed' by enablement conditions - for instance, the Petri net programs of 

Section 3 do not obey this rule. At least the form of the language enables the 

issue of detecting parallelism to be expressed more exactly than in languages 

where tasks and their relationships to phases are more obscurely implied by 

programs. 

A formal definition of a system is being developed such that a program in 

the language presented can naturally induce a system. 
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